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Simulations Show 

how Lightning Creates

Antimatter

by Christoph Köhn and Ute Ebert 

Active thunderstorms can emit gamma-rays and even

antimatter. In fact, growing lightning channels can act

as enormous particle accelerators above our heads.

Researchers of the Multiscale Dynamics group at CWI

have modelled and simulated these multiscale

processes. They corrected previous calculations of

gamma-ray emissions and, for the first time, computed

the emission and propagation of positrons and

neutrons. The neutrons are produced in nuclear

reactions in air and might reach the ground.

Since 1994 we have known that active thunderstorms can

generate ‘terrestrial gamma-ray flashes’, and in 2009

NASA’s Fermi satellite detected that thunderstorms can even

launch beams of antimatter, namely positrons, the anti-parti-

cles of electrons (see link below). The positrons were so

numerous that they could be

detected at 500 km altitude by the

satellite. Other researchers claim

that growing lightning channels

would also emit neutrons, though

these observations are still under

debate. Gamma rays, positrons and

neutrons are typically generated in

nuclear reactions – so what is

going on in the clouds above our

heads and around our airplanes?

Should we worry? And what radia-

tion is liberated when a lightning

channel approaches ground? 

The emission of particles with

such high energies was not

expected by lightning experts.

Researchers from the Multiscale

Dynamics research group at CWI,

headed by Ute Ebert, were well

positioned to simulate and under-

stand this phenomenon as they

were already investigating elec-

tron acceleration in technological

discharges at atmospheric pres-

sure, in the context of energy effi-

cient plasma processing and plasma medicine and in the con-

text of high voltage switches for electricity nets. 

In essence, growing discharges in nature and technology can

accelerate electrons to very high energies within an ioniza-

tion wave. This process occurs very far from equilibrium in a

small region around the tip of the growing channel, and the

available electric energy is converted there into electron

acceleration, and ionization and break-up of a small fraction

of molecules, while the gas overall remains cold. If the elec-

tron energy is high enough, the electrons can generate

gamma-radiation when colliding with molecules; and the

gamma-radiation can subsequently create electron positron

pairs and liberate neutrons and protons from the nuclei of air

molecules. But the voltage in thunderstorms can reach the

order of 100 MV, while the highest voltages anticipated for

future long distance electricity nets are 1.2 MV. Therefore,

technology oriented models have to be extended to deal with

the extreme conditions of thunderstorms.

To accurately model these processes, models have to cover

multiple scales in space and in energy. The CWI models start

out from parameterizations of the processes that occur when

electrons or other particles collide with air molecules. Some

of these parameterizations had to be revised. They enter into

the discharge model on the smallest scale which is of

MC/PIC type, i.e., a Monte Carlo model with Particle in Cell

approximation for the coupling of electric charges to the

electrostatic Poisson equation [1]. In this model, the elec-

trons follow their classical or relativistic path between air

molecules, and their collisions with a random background of

molecules are modelled with a Monte Carlo process. Proper

averaging over the random electron motion (by taking

moments of the Boltzmann equation and by truncating after

the fourth moment) has delivered a set of four coupled partial

differential equations for electron density, electron flux, elec-

tron energy, and electron energy flux [2]. An important and

difficult aspect of both the MC/PIC model and the PDE

model is the coupling of the electric charge density to the

electrostatic Poisson equation. Solving the Poisson equation

is a classical numerical problem. In combination with local

grid refinement it is also a challenging problem, since in each

time step Poisson equations are to be solved on computa-

tional grids that move in time.

A particular challenge in the present project was to also

bridge the many orders of magnitude of particle energies: the

NASA’s illustration how gamma-rays (pink), and electrons and positrons (yellow) are launched into

space from a thunderstorm. The electrons and positrons follow the geomagnetic field lines.

Credit: NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center/J.Dwyer, Florida Inst. of Technology
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electric potential differences in thunderclouds are so high,

that electrons can be accelerated to 40 MeV and more, which

is over 100, 000, 000 times their thermal energy at room tem-

perature (0.025 eV). This means that cross section databases

for particle collisions have to span more than eight orders of

magnitude, and that databases from gas discharge physics

(up to 1 keV) have to be joined with those from nuclear and

high energy physics (typically above 1 MeV), and the energy

gap between these databases had to be filled. 

Based on careful consideration of the specific processes of

air molecules, and collaborating with experts from different

disciplines, Christoph Köhn chose appropriate approxima-

tions within his PhD thesis [3]. This allowed him to approxi-

mate the electron acceleration ahead of a growing lightning

channel, and the subsequent production of gamma-rays.

Köhn was then the first to calculate the production and prop-

agation of positrons and neutrons. Both positrons and neu-

trons can propagate from the thundercloud upward to the

satellite, and they also can reach ground. So in terms of

ground measurements it might appear as if a thunderstorm

were a small nuclear reactor.

The theoretical studies were performed by Christoph Köhn

within his PhD thesis under the supervision of Ute Ebert, the

head of the Multiscale Dynamics research group at CWI. As

a counterpart, Pavlo Kochkin investigated the emission of

hard X-rays from meter long sparks in the high voltage labo-

ratory of Eindhoven University of Technology under the

supervision of Lex van Deursen. The research of both PhD

students was funded by the Dutch technology foundation

STW. 

Links:

NASA’s Fermi Catches Thunderstorms Hurling Antimatter

into Space:

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/GLAST/news/fermi-

thunderstorms.html

Multiscale Dynamics research group at CWI:

https://www.cwi.nl/research-groups/Multiscale-Dynamics

Christoph Köhn’s phd thesis: 

http://www.tue.nl/en/publication/ep/p/d/ep-uid/412030/

Pavlo Kochkin’s phd thesis: 

http://www.tue.nl/en/publication/ep/p/d/ep-uid/413844/
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GROBID - Information

Extraction from Scientific

Publications

by Patrice Lopez and Laurent Romary

Scientific papers potentially offer a wealth of

information that allows one to put the corresponding

work in context and offer a wide range of services to

researchers. GROBID is a high performing software

environment to extract such information as metadata,

bibliographic references or entities in scientific texts.

Most modern digital library techniques rely on the avail-

ability of high quality textual documents. In practice, how-

ever, the majority of full text collections are in raw PDF or in

incomplete and inconsistent semi-structured XML. To

address this fundamental issue, the development of the Java

library GROBID started in 2008 [1]. The tool exploits

“Conditional Random Fields” (CRF), a machine-learning

technique for extracting and restructuring content automati-

cally from raw and heterogeneous sources into uniform stan-

dard TEI (Text Encoding Initiative) documents.  

In the worst - but common - case, the input is a PDF docu-

ment. GROBID integrates fast PDF processing techniques to

extract and reorganise not only the content but also the layout

and text styling information. These pieces of information are

used as additional features to further improve the recognition

of text structures beyond the exploitation of text only infor-

mation. The tool includes a variety of CRF models special-

ized in different sub-structures - from high level document

zoning to models for parsing dates or person names. These

models can be cascaded to cover a complete document. 

The first and most advanced model is dedicated to the header

of a scientific or technical article and is able to reliably

extract different metadata information such as titles, authors,

affiliations, address, abstract, keywords, etc. This informa-

tion is necessary in order to identify the document, make it

citable, and use it in library systems. Following an evaluation

carried out for this task in 2013 by [2], GROBID provided

the best results over seven existing systems, with several

metadata recognized with over 90% precision and recall. For

header extraction and analysis, the tool is currently deployed

in the production environments of various organizations and

companies, such as the EPO, ResearchGate, Mendeley and

finally as a pre-processor for the French national publication

repository HAL.

GROBID also includes a state of the art model for the extrac-

tion and the recognition of bibliographic citations. The refer-

ences present in an article or patent are identified, parsed,

normalized and can be matched with a standard reference

database such as CrossRef or DocDB (patents). Citation

information is considered very useful for improving search

ranking and makes it possible to run bibliographic studies

and graph-based social analyses. For instance, the citation

notification service of ResearchGate uses GROBID biblio-

graphic reference extraction to process every uploaded


